
1/2" / 13mm Blade Holder
Foamboard, gatorboard, corogated plastics, PVC and other foam, paper, and plastic based products,  up to
1/2" (13mm) thick.

1/4" / 7mm Blade Holder
Offers greater blade support in 1/4" (13mm) thick materials.

Aluminum Composite Cutting Wheel Holder
Aluminum faced materials such as DiBond and AlumaLite™ to a max thickness of 1/4" (7mm).

Aluminum Cutting Wheel Holder
Aluminum sheet materials up to .063" (1.6mm) thick.

Acrylic Blade Holder
Any material you plan to score and break.

Glass Scoring Wheel Holder
Score and break glass up to 1/4" (7mm) thick. 

Be sure to check out our entire line of products.
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Time-Tested Cutting Technologies
These are cutting tools that provide the FSC with nearly unlimited scalability.

© 2006 The Fletcher-Terry Company. All rights reserved.
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standard in
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cutting.



Dibond® (4mm)

Aluminum (.063")

PVC (13mm)

Acryclic (1/4")

Polycarbonate (1/4")

Polystyrene (1/4")

With over 50 years in the cutting machine business,
no one knows substrate cutters better than Fletcher.

Fletcher-Terry introduces the FSC, an affordable finishing solution designed for
virtually any sign making or graphic development business, working in a pre- or
post-print process. Cut clean, straight, accurate and debris-free materials such
as:

Cut up to 4mm Dibond in one
pass with ease, leaving clean,
finished edges every time. You
simply must see it to believe it.

Color-coded produc
production runs qui

Steel and aluminum
dual beam con-
struction ensure a
permanent lock of
the vertical and hori-
zontal beams. This
machine will never
come out of square.Fletcher-designed extended life

blade provides hundreds of cuts in
a wide variety of materials with
flawless peformance.

Corrugated Plastic (13mm)

Alumalite™ (1/4")

Econolite™ (1/4")

Gatorboard (1/2")

Foamboard (1/2")

Glass (1/4")

The FSC will surprise you with its ability to
provide quick and accurate cutting of a wide
variety of your most common substrates.
Robust and engineered for durability, the
FSC will provide years of flawless cutting
performance in your shop.

A unique cutting process provides virtually
no debris making it a perfect match for any
flat bed printer.

A surprisingly affordable cutting solution,
the FSC is simply one of those products
you must see to believe. 

Call your distributor, visit us at a show or log onto



Our product packaging is made from recycled materials.

Unique clamp design makes
on machine break-out (run of
score) possible for acrylic and
polycarbonate materials, as
well as glass.

Optional laser guide provides
a perfectly clear sight line for
the cut on all substrates, elimi-
nating guesswork and costly
errors in pre- or post-printing
process.

Five-second blade change...
Switch to any substrate quickly
with our proven blade holder
system.

ction stops make repetitive cuts for
ick and accurate.

Convenient blade holder
specifier indicates which
blade holder to use for each
substrate.

Quick and simple one per-
son assembly with new dual
purpose vertical mounting
beam. Wall mount or oper-
ate as a free-standing sys-
tem, no additional stand kit
is required.

Innovative material clamp
provides even and secure
clamping force on rigid and
soft substrates of varying
thicknesses. This clamp
locks in place, enabling
angled cuts and eliminating
movement of the material
during the cut.

Substantial cast aluminum
cutting head, ergonomic “T”
handle bar, power-lock rod
and innovative glide bearing
system.

Cut clean, straight,
accurate and
debris-free.

SPECIFICATIONS

Mount/Stand Wall

Height 93" (2.36M) 95" (2.41M)

Width 80" (2.03M) 80" (2.03M)

Depth 43" (1.09M) 17" (0.43M)

Weight  115 lb. (52kg)

Aluminum 

Acrylic

Alumalite™

Dibond

Polycarbonate

Corrugated Plastic

Foamboard/Gatorfoam

PVC

STAND KIT

INCLUDED AT NO

EXTRA CHARGE!

o our website at www.fletcher-terry.com TODAY!



Innovative rotary wheel technolo-
gy provides consistent trimming in
roll stock materials, and has been
proven to trim for 1,000’s of feet in
a wide variety of fabric and vinyl
products.

Quick release magnetic blade
magazine offers multiple blade
depth adjustment to cut materials
up to 1/2" thick. This time-tested
and proven open magazine
design combined with Fletcher’s
state-of-the-art cutting head will
not jam in any environment.

Fletcher is pleased to
introduce the Gemini and
Gemini Pro Cutter and
Trimmer. 

With the Gemini’s innova-
tive cutting head you can
switch from a blade cutter
to a rotary wheel trimmer
in just seconds. What does
this mean for you?

Takes up less space in
your shop

Saves time switching
from one machine to
the next in your
finishing process

Saves money in
reduced capital
investment

The Gemini cutter/trimmer

is an affordable cutting
solution that will provide
accurate cuts within 1.0
mm over its length.

The Gemini Pro is our
most accurate cutting and
trimming product; laser-
aligned and guaranteed
straight within 0.2mm over
its length.

A size for every application:

Gemini: 40", 60", 80",
100", 120", 140", 160",
180" and 200"

Gemini Pro: 40", 60", 80",
100" and 120"

Start saving space, time
and money today.

Ergonomic power
grip cutting head
designed for right or
left-handed push or
pull cutting. 

Switch from cutter
to trimmer in a
matter of seconds 

Convenient built-in
handle for increased
portability

Cut And Trim On The Same Machine
PVC

Roll Stock Materials

Foamboard/Gatorfoam

Corrugated Plastic

CUT
AND

TRIM
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Unique lift and
shift clamp rail
assembly
switches from
cutter to trimmer
in seconds.

Robust one piece
aluminum extrusion
incorporates both
blade cutting track
and trimming base.

Ergonomic power
grip cutting head
designed for right or
left-handed push or
pull cutting. 

Innovative trimming technology
provides consistent trimming in
roll stock materials, and has been
proven to trim for 1,000’s of feet in
a wide variety of fabric and vinyl.

Quick release magnetic blade
magazine offers multiple blade
depth adjustment to cut materials
up to 1/2" thick. This time-tested
and proven open magazine
design combined with Fletcher’s
state-of-the-art cutting head will
not jam in any environment.

Fletcher is pleased to intro-
duce the Titan Cutter and
Trimmer. 

The Titan is Fletcher’s
strongest bench top cutter
and trimmer. The Titan’s
one piece aluminum  base
and robust clamp rail
assembly make it incredibly
durable.

Utilizing the same innova-
tive technology as the
Gemini and Gemini Pro, the
Titan will cut and trim on the
same machine.

The ergonomic power grip
cutting head provides a
comfortable handle which
has been designed to deliv-
er cutting force while main-
taining accuracy.

A strong and stable base
provides a foundation for all
of your cutting and trimming
needs. Cutting capacity on
the Titan includes 40", 60",
80", 100" and 120".

Consider adding the Titan
to your business and start
saving space, time and
money today.

Cut And Trim On The Same Machine

PVC

Roll Stock Materials

Foamboard/Gatorfoam

Corrugated Plastic

CUT
AND

TRIM
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Quick and simple
assembly features
a lock-in-place
fastening system
that will not come
loose over time.

Works with
Fletcher Gemini
and Gemini Pro
cutters/trimmers as
well as other rail-
type cutters.

Optional shelf kits offer
up to three shelves for
storage of substrates, roll
stock materials, tools or
supplies.

Unique “lift and shift”
elevator allows switch-
ing from cutting to
trimming in seconds.

The Atlas workbench was designed
to provide you with a strong, straight
and stable foundation for all of your
cutting and trimming needs.

Specifically designed and construct-
ed to work with the Gemini and
Gemini Pro cutter and trimmer, the
Atlas clamp mechanisms (the Atlas
elevators) offer a unique lift and shift
process to switch from cutting to
trimming in seconds.

Similar to the Titan cutter and trim-
mer, the Atlas accommodates both a
blade track for cutting and a base for
trimming on the same product.

When accuracy counts, you can rely
on the Atlas. Unlike wood work-
benches, the Atlas won’t warp, twist
or bow. It provides an ideal cutting
surface and serves as a perfect
workbench when the Gemini and
Gemini Pro are not in use.

The Atlas offers flexibility and versa-
tility to any business. Add your own
table top and install it with easy-to-
use hardware included.

A size for every application:
40", 60", 80", 100", 120", 140", 160",
180" and 200"

A Durable Foundation For All Of Your Cutting Needs.

THE
ULTIMATE
WORKBENCH

PVC

Roll Stock Materials

Foamboard/Gatorfoam

Corrugated Plastic
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